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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Keep the SON in your eyes!

(Email Perihelion available upon request)

SPEED BOAT TO HEAVEN OR HELL?

The first few times our speed boat crested up over a
swell, the boat would lift entirely out of the water and
slam into the water below. The sound was similar to
thunder … only a few feet away. There were 11 other
passengers and I promise Kristen and I were not
screaming like little children. I cannot say the same for
most of the other victims, er, I mean passengers. For
the first 15 minutes or so it was exactly like hearing
the screams from a roller coast ride … every 15
seconds. Soon into the journey, the excited screams
turned into blood curdling screams of torture and then
just yells/moans of pain and discomfort.

Artist rendering of our speed boat ride!
Thus began a most dubious adventure also known
as a speed boat to Paradise? We were traveling to a
small uninhabited island about 6 miles off the coast.
Most boats to the island are big and slow, taking well
over an hour. I discovered 2 companies that had great
advertisements stating 1) if getting up at 6 AM is not
your idea of a relaxing vacation and 2) if throwing up
on a boat is not your idea of fun vacation times ... then
try our speed boat. It only takes 30 to 50 minutes and
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it costs less money. Because of Kristen's propensity for
getting sea sick and my propensity to avoid early
morning light (Kristen's also) this seemed ideal for us.
I called the first company and they were not going
over all week because the water was too choppy.
Unfortunately I failed to take this as a sign from God.
The next company said they were planning on going so
we made the reservation. Foreshadowing the story, the
company's name is Adrenaline Tours! We left a little
before the crack of noon and I thought it a good sign
they did not make us wear life-jackets. I did get a bit
concerned when he said it might take a little over an
hour to get to the island. I just dismissed it, assuming
he did not know what he was talking about since the
ad clearly stated it would take around 45 minutes plus
they had said the water was only “average choppy.”

How the ride felt to us!

It was a nice, pleasant cruise out of the harbor,
gently lulling us into complacency. Then we hit the
open sea and the boat suddenly turned into a
mechanical bull ride! My actual first comparison was
to that of the Wild Mouse Ride, which was my first
horrifying roller coaster ride when I was young. It was
not so much the huge hills you go up and down but
rather the fast herky-jerky ride … up and down and all

around at a frantic pace. Then if you put that ride in
the Log Flume setting so you are getting soaked
simultaneously, you have a taste of what this boat ride
was like. The Plexiglas windows on the sides with
about a 3-foot opening to the canvas top did nothing
whatsoever to keep the water from splashing in on us
like someone was throwing buckets of water at us to
put out an invisible fire.
Initially it was kind of fun like a roller coaster ride.
Then it quickly resembled a nightmare. Four of our
group got sick and had to go to the back of the boat to
throw up. We would stop each time to allow them to
re-situate and then stay at the back where it was less
tumultuous. Kristen had taken Bonine prior to the trip
and she survived unscathed!
About halfway along it came to me that this must
be very similar to a mechanical bull ride … that never
ends! We each had a metal bar attached to the seat in
front of us. We all had white knuckles from holding
onto that bar for dear life! After the trip, the captain
actually showed us a blister on his hand from trying to
control the boat on this trip.
As we got closer, the first mate said he could see
the island up ahead. Since the boat would often tilt
back to an unsettling 45 degree angle, it was hard to
see anything in front of the boat. The young lady in
front of us stood up to try to see. After a few seconds
the boat took one of its typical drops and she was
actually hurled into the air and then slammed down
onto the plastic floor of the boat. Fortunately she only
got a bruised knee from what looked like a demon
possessed encounter in the Exorcist movie.
I clocked our trip and it ended up being 1 hour and
35 minutes of sheer terror … or as the brochure
described it “a fun, exciting vacation boat trip!” Now I
know a bit of what Gilligan went through on his 3hour tour. I don’t guess we should complain as the
company (Adrenaline) did live up to its name!
The island did end up being beautiful! We spent 34 hours on this idyllic, deserted, white sandy-shored
beach overlooking the clear aquamarine-colored water.
We snorkeled and Kristen discovered 4 friendly turtles
we swam with for a while. It was a bit like a taste of
Heaven on Earth. By the time we left, we were the last
13 people on this entire island. The ride back was with
the swells and waves so it only took 30 minutes,
thankfully! Upon return the captain mentioned
(paraphrase) that sometimes in life you have to go
through junk, pain, troubles, and storms before you
eventually get to experience a bit of “paradise.”

Jesus never said it would be easy,
but He did say it would be worth it!
I guess our ride was a microcosm of how life is on this

Earth. I remember a song called “Heaven is a place on
Earth.” There are also allusions in songs about “Hell”
on Earth. I think we get a bit of each on our earthly
journey but I am pretty sure neither is anywhere close
to the actual future reality.
JOKE WARNING? (This is kind of like saying “No
pun intended” since the pun IS usually intended.) I used
to preach a sermon which began with a few “I hate it
when that happens” … like when your finger gets
slammed in a car door … and then the car drives away
… and then goes through the car wash … and then
the hot wax pours over you! I also hate it when you
are in church and realize you forgot to silence your
phone as the ringtone plays “Highway to Hell”!
C. S. Lewis’ idea behind Shadowlands was not
adequately explained in the Hollywood movie. In his
writing, Lewis described a caveman watching his cave
walls to see shadows of the reality outside. Until he
goes outside, he never comes close to experiencing life
in all its fullness from simply observing it on his cave
wall. Lewis then made the comparison that this life on
Earth is only like those Shadowlands compared to the
exquisite reality called Heaven.
I think it illustrates a quote by Blaise Pascal. In
faith there is enough light for those who want to
believe and enough shadows to blind those who don't.
If you see the glass as half empty, you are a pessimist.
If you see the glass as half full through lenses you
prescribed for yourself, you are an optometrist! (Joke
for my good eye doctor friend, Kevin.)

“I am sure that the sufferings of this present
time are not even worth comparing with the
magnificent and glorious future God has planned for
us.” (Romans 8:18) SO HANG IN THERE!

“If we find ourselves with a desire that nothing in this world
can satisfy, the most probable explanation is that we were
made for another world.” C. S. Lewis

“When you are precious to God, you are also important to
Satan.” From the movie “Same Kind of Different as Me.”
OUR ADDICTED TEENS (and ADULTS?)
The following excerpts are from an article in the
7/2/18 San Diego Tribune by Jean Twenge (author,
researcher, professor of psychology at SDSU) as well
as another article referencing her research.
*The average American teenager who uses a
smartphone receives their first phone at age 10 and
spends over 4.5 hours a day on it (excluding texting
and talking).
*50% report feeling ‘addicted’ to their phones.
*A 2015 study in France found that 58 percent of
under-twos had used a tablet or mobile phone.
*Clinical-level depression and the suicide rate for
teens are up sharply since smartphones became
common and the iPad was introduced (2011).
*Teens who spend excessive amounts of time online
are more likely to be sleep-deprived, unhappy, and
depressed.
(Research gathered from a number of sources
including the previous week’s World Health
Organization report and the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.)

We have so many inventions, machines, and new technology
that are supposed to create time for us. But then we spend all
our time locked to those machines … repairing them,
maintaining them, and replacing them with “newer and better”
technology, which becomes a thief of time with a new learning
curve.
MEGASTAR CHRIS PRATT’S MTV SPEECH

(Excerpts from his speech as he accepted the
Generation Award at the MTV Awards Show in June)
“… Number 6: God is real. God loves you. God wants
the best for you. Believe that. I do. …
Number 8: Learn to pray. It’s easy and it’s so good for
your soul. …
Number 9: Nobody is perfect. People are going to tell
you you’re perfect just the way you are; you’re not!
You are imperfect. You always will be, but there’s a
powerful force that designed you that way. And if
you’re willing to accept that, you will have grace and
grace is a gift. Like the freedom we enjoy in this
country, that grace was paid for with somebody else’s
blood. Do not forget it. Don’t take it for granted.”
“My workout plan is sitting on the couch and hoping things will
work out.” – Jacob Williams (KY)
Jesus did NOT say, “Blessed are those who are more
passionate about politics than their faith!” He did say, “Seek
1st the Kingdom of God …” Matthew 6:33 – Ray Bentley (CA)

“It never fails. God will put people in your path that irritate you,
especially if you're prone to be irritated.”
― Rich Mullins
DEEP THOUGHTS BY ALBERT EINSTEIN
“It is better to believe than to disbelieve; in so doing, you bring
everything to the realm of possibility.”
FRANK
AND
ERNEST
by
Tom
Thaves
Reprinted by
permission
of NEA, Inc

LETTERS
Larry, I read your article about Mitch & Doug (Passing
away) and noted your quote; "My life feels full of death
these days." Reminds me of Romans 8 and the
earth/ourselves groaning under the weight of sin ...
and longing for liberation ...
With our concerns (over our parents’ health) and my
dad’s recent departure, we are forced to "go there" in
our thinking. I do think it a sort of grace that the
elderly (do we qualify?) are increasingly made aware
of our mortality, so that we think of our imminent
demise, & in that way even the most hardened sinner
thinks of Jesus & considers His call. Just a thought.
"Keep your chin up for then you have your eyes
pointed in the right direction!" (So saith my 92-yearold neighbor.)
Scott Denham – Webmeister for Larrybubb.com &
Pastor of Harvest Church – Shambaugh, Iowa

JUST BEHIND THE CORNER OR …
JUST BEHIND THE CORONER?
Literally (in the true definition of the word) thousands
of you have heard me talk about my good friend Mark.
He is and always will be part of my testimony. I knew
Mark best from 5th grade on when we were the top 2
trombone players in the band. At a very early age we
both got to play a concert with the select High School
Jazz Band and that’s when I became a professional
musician. I actually made $5 for playing that concert!
WooHoo! It was then I knew that music would help
support me for the rest of my life.
Mark’s family was very faithful in attending
Erlanger Baptist Church so I often went with them.
One of those times, an evangelist came to our church
and after sharing his testimony asked us to bow our
head and close our eyes. I did what every normal red
blooded young kid would do … I was peeking . He
asked us to raise our hand if we knew for sure we were
going to Heaven when we died. I decided I was going
to do whatever Mark did. He raised his hand so I did
too. But that got me pondering whether I really did
know or even if anyone could actually know for
certain. He shared I John 5:12-13 which says that
whoever has the Son of God has life and whoever does
not have the Son of God does not have life. That first
part was pretty helpful as I realized it was not about
being really good or doing a lot of religious works.
Then the next part of the passage really hit home. It
says, “I have written these things so that you might
KNOW you have eternal life …” That was the first
time I realized the Bible actually said you could know
you would go to Heaven. So if I wasn’t before, I made
sure I was then as I earnestly asked Jesus to come into
my life and be the highest priority in my life.
I mention all this as I am thinking of Mark and

the conversation I had with his sister 2 days ago. She
told me how Mark had just gotten over pneumonia
when he developed sepsis. His organs shut down and
he passed away to Heaven in less than 12 hours.
Some of you with good memories and reading
skills will remember me writing last time about my
good friend later in life named Mitch Marksbury who
had just passed away. Lately I feel like I should be
writing a regular obituary column each Perihelion.
Every edition I used to write an article called Just
Behind the Corner. I feel like it should now be called
Just Behind the Coroner .
But thank God … for God! These days I certainly
appreciate His unfathomable gift of hope in Heaven
and a life which never ends when we, in faith, place
our present and future life in His eternal hands!

PRAYER REQUESTS
1. July/Aug – Teach Bible Principles Class – SDCC
2. Dec/Jan - Teach Communication Class – SDCC
3. Sundays 10:15 AM– Lead worship @ Trinity Poway
4. Thursdays – Lead worship @ another home group
5. God’s continued peace and trust in His
promise that He would faithfully take care of
all our financial needs. (Phil. 4:19)
6. Kristen’s Job Situation
7. Thanks for the continued prayers for my
wonderful mom and her health!
8. For people to watch the YouTube videos (See
Larrybubb.com) and be touched by this Perihelion

Please say a prayer of thanks for Holly Smith,
Melanie Donovan, Kristen for their newsletter help!
L B Ministries is a tax deductible non-profit Christian Corporation
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